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Top Story
New Welcome to Air Arts video
As part of our drive to be more accessible to staff and to
communicate what we do to improve patient
experience and staff wellbeing, we have created a new
90 second video for our website and staff intranet. The
video was shot in the Badger courtyard, and created by
Matt, our comms officer.
You can see our new welcome video on net-I and our
updated website coming soon.

Exhibitions and Music
Curiosity
Our Spring/Summer exhibition Curiosity has been
installed across 3 of our UHDB Sites now including
works at Queen’s Hospital Burton. In collaboration
with our new project The UHDB Medical Museum, all
of the art works in the Curiosity exhibition
complement its core themes and values and
showcases the artistic talents of our region.
With over 22 artist and 120 pieces of artworks on
display, it truly has created an inspiring and curious
visual delight for patients, staff and visitors. The
official launch is on our social media platforms from
16th May 2022, where you can see a selection of all
the artists’ works and flick through our new look Fresh
Magazine online.
For more information please visit our website.
www.airarts.net

"Thank you so much for installing these works on the walls. It really does make a huge difference,
not only the patients and family but also the staff… they are really beautiful.
Physiotherapy – Staff Member RDH
Music
We have had live music sessions this month across
all our sites in both public spaces and in the
canteens and are slowly introducing music back
on some wards too.
Chris Lydon comes in twice a month to play in our
restaurants and on ‘Hilda’ our piano at the Royal
Derby, sending in a report each time to update on
how people are interacting with the live
performance. To make his performances more
interactive, Chris is trialling using an iPad to
encourage people to ‘suggest a song’ or ‘choose
a decade’ for him to play from.
Pictured: Pianist Chris Lydon

UHDB Staff Wellbeing Choir
Our UHDB Staff Wellbeing Choir has been busy rehearsing and building repertoire ready for
our ‘Choral Forest: The Staff Voice’ performances later on this year in Derby and Lichfield
Cathedrals. We will start bi-monthly rehearsals from next June.

“One of the hospital volunteers came and had their lunch on the bench nearby,
and said they can always hear me down the corridor when they're directing people
so thought it would be nice to hear up close!”
Chris Lydon

Enhancements
Our chemo bay enhancements at the Royal will be installed in June and July. The concept
is an immersive woodland scene, using British flora and fauna to populate the scenes.
Throughout the five rooms, the scene will move through all of the seasons.

Pictured: first draft of ‘spring’

Patient Experience
Poetry Postcards
Poetry Postcards continue to be delivered
to patients on ward 406 and ward 312 at
RDH. The postcards are supporting staff
and patients to have discussions around
the poem and provide a moment of
connection, creativity and distraction.
Derby Book Festival I currently developing
in collaboration with ward 406 some
dementia friendly sensory postcards.
New Edition of Colour Me Read Me
The new edition of the patient resource –
Colour Me Read me – is now available for
staff to request for their patients. The
booklet is an anthology of poems written
by NHS from across the five sites of Derby
and Burton Hospitals around the theme of
Curiosity. There are beautiful images to
colour alongside creative tasks for patients
to have a go at.
You can request copies of the booklet from
andrea@airarts.net
Pictured: Image of snow leopard from Colour me Read me

Jubilee project
Air Ars has been successful in receiving finding from Foundation Derbyshire and Arts Council
England to deliver a series of creative Jubilee arts and music workshops across several wards
at both Derby sites.
The project started today on Kings Lodge with a Jubilee bunting making workshop and a
participatory music session. Five patients and one member of staff joined in the bunting
making workshop and made a start to creating some colourful bunting for the Jubilee
celebrations. The bunting will be exhibited as part of celebrations taking place within the
hospital. Marc, our Musician in Healthcare practitioner supported patients to participate in
live music and to start to compile a playlist of the last seven decades to be performed as
part of the celebrations.
It was so lovely to be back on Kings Lodge delivering arts workshops again and working face
to face with patients.
The project will also be taking place on ward 406 and 312 at RDH alongside Kings Lodge and
ward 5 at FNCH.

“It’s been lovely. I really enjoyed it and found it very relaxing.”
“
“it’s the first bit of art I’ve ever done!
I didn’t think I was going to enjoy this morning, but it’s been really good.”
Patient feedback from the Jubilee Bunting making workshop Kings Lodge.

Staff Wellbeing
Visual Literacy Project & UHDB Medical Museum Project
The last of the workshops for this part of the Visual Literacy Project: seeing the skin took place.
They went very well. The concept and practical nature of the workshops was very new to the
participants, everyone embraced it though and said how much they enjoyed it and needed
it. Some participants wanted to explore everything, others were very focussed on particular
aspects. Lots of conversations about noticing new things about their own skin and discussion
over how skin can be represented. This is the first time Air Arts had worked with Consultants
and it was lovely to see them so relaxed. The next phase of the project starts in the Autumn.
Leicester NHS Trust’s Arts Manager is interested in the project and is keen to have a
conversation about using their Trust’s heritage collection to support their clinical staff’s
development and wellbeing.

“This has been the best thing I’ve done for months. I mean that. I’ll be back next week”
Barry Evans – Consultant
“Thanks so much for your hard work in making this course so enjoyable”
Simon Williams – Consultant

Pictured: Consultants and E J Lance on the second Visual Literacy workshop

Pictured: Consultants and E J Lance on the second Visual Literacy workshop

Made in the NHS
A really busy month, the sculpture workshops have finished, except one extra session for
painting the sculptures. They look incredible already! We will be exhibiting them at our
Florence Nightingale hospital in the next exhibition in the Autumn. We have now finished the
printing and first lot of Fleet Arts textile workshops. Dr.Tan Draig delivered some amazing
sessions sharing quilting and weaving skills. By popular demand (the group!) Tan will be
returning for the last of Fleet Art’s workshops to share four special ‘Weaving for wellness’
workshops. We also had the first Ceramics with Elaine Lim Newton workshops, which went
very well. To make the sessions more flexible for staff, we are saying that staff no longer have
to commit to all six workshops per craft, but they do need to let us know when they cannot
attend.
Pictured are: Some of
the staff from the Made
in the NHS Sculpture
group and Artist Simon
Watson

“I just wanted to thank you again for the courses that I've attended with Debbie and Tan.
I have really enjoyed taking part and learning new skills (well, attempting new skills!!)
It has been relaxing, mindful and also a nice opportunity to socialise with other NHS staff.
Tan has a really nice way of ensuring it doesn't get competitive
and builds confidence in your own ability, regardless of the level that you're working at.
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A really positive experience for me.

Like you said yesterday - it's nice if something works out the way you imagined or hoped for,
but actually, it is the process and the sense of personal achievement
that is the measure of success!”
Made in the NHS participant

UHDB Medical Museum Project
Lots and lots happening on this project:
We are working with our audio-visual team on the ‘Artist in conversation’ film which shows
Emma talking to the Artists involved and the objects from the collection that inspired them.
The film will be shown on hospital TV screens, introducing more people to the project.
We now are almost ready to
unveil the ‘Cabinet of
Curiosities’ element of the
Curiosity
exhibition.
This
shows the work created by
the Artists inspired by the
collection. Emma and Kate
have been working on this
and the 2D work has been
installed. It looks great with a
truly stunning painting by Jo
Morley of Beth and Emma
with the Medical Museum.
Next month sees the UHDB
Medical Museum
staff
workshops taking place.

Pictured: Beth, Emma and The Medical Museum, painting by Jo Morley

Fingers are crossed that the first of the new display cabinets will arrive next month too, which
will be really exciting as we will be able to show the 3D artworks that have been inspired by
collection in addition to some of the fascinating objects.
A Choral Forest
We had a very successful meeting with Canon Gregory and Lichfield Cathedral. The 8th
October has been confirmed for the performance date with details of the exhibition of the
trees to follow. At the meeting it was felt that the trees would fit very well in the ‘Treasures’
space and that th4e performance could take place where the main altar is. The ‘Treasures’
space is a beautiful circular space. We also discussed the trees being the focus of mindful
events too.

Burton Spotlight
Jubilee Project
We were successful in securing an £8000 grant from the National Lottery’s Awards for All
fund to deliver an arts project celebrating the Queen’s Jubilee at the three Staffordshire
hospitals. This is in addition to another £8000 from Arts Council to fund the project in the
Derby Hospitals.

The grant will pay for sessions with professional artists and musicians who will be working
with patients to make colourful bunting and giving live music performances featuring
people’s favourite music from the past seven decades of the Queen’s reign.
The project will cover all five hospital sites with around 100 sessions in total. We were thrilled
to be given the go-ahead from the Trust’s Infection Prevention and Control team to work
face-to-face with patients on the wards again.
The project will run in May and June with celebratory tea party sessions taking place
around the Jubilee Bank Holiday week.

“This will be absolutely brilliant. Thank you so much for allowing us to be a part of this.
We are really looking forward to it!”
Annette Webster (Senior Sister, Ward 3 QHB), 06/05/22
“It was a lovely session that was enjoyed by staff and patients as it’s been a hard week
so I know the staff loved the music.”
Tina Luke (Senior Sister, Anna Ward), Chris Lydon live music, 06/05/22
Burton Carousel
Work is nearing completion on our sculpture design for Queen’s Hospital which will be part
of this year’s Big Burton Carousel trail.
The trail will be open for 12 weeks from the Jubilee Bank Holiday weekend and covers a 10k
route around Burton with carousel horses painted by different artists and sponsored by local
organisations. The sculptures will be auctioned off later in the year to raise money for MIND.
We have been working with Tutbury-based artist and sculpture Simon Watson on our design
through workshop sessions at Queen’s Hospital and the Brewhouse Arts Centre. It will
feature design ideas and poetry from staff, plus children’s drawings of hospital staff
members.
“This has been my therapy. I am carer for my dad who has dementia
so this has been a good break for me.”
Staff member attending one of the Brewhouse sessions

Other News
We are working alongside
our wellbeing and patient
experience
teams
to
deliver
resources
and
activities to support our
staff and patients. For
further
information
on
patient resource and staff
art clubs, please see our
posters around site, visit
net-I or our website.

Air Arts delivers a wide-ranging programme of arts and creative activities
for patients, staff and visitors at Derby and Burton Hospitals,
to improve the hospital experience and support wellbeing.
v

Fresh magazine
You can pick up your free copy of our 28-page
Fresh magazine across our hospital sites and online
at www.airarts.net.
Fresh is full of information on our latest projects,
exhibitions, and news.

The Air Arts team: Andrea, Eleanor, Laura, Emma, Kate, Matt and Rosie by Mattdrawstuff

You can contact the team on email or social media:
info@airarts.net
www.airarts.net @AirArtsUHDB

